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This research explores the differences between negative triggers and other triggers

of inversion in Modern Hebrew.  It provides evidence that constituent negation is not a

separate trigger in itself, but instead a part of potential triggers of Triggered Inversion,

while sentential negation is a separate trigger and warrants an analysis other than that of

Triggered Inversion.  It reviews the previous analyses of Triggered Inversion and

discusses their strengths and weaknesses as well as why they do not account for Negative

Inversion, inversion as a result of sentential negation.  It also develops an analysis for

Negative Inversion, which posits spec, FocP for the landing site of negative triggers.

Finally, this research project collected data that questions the obligatoriness of inversion

with negative triggers and hypothesizes that the variation in grammaticality judgments

regarding sentences with preposed negative triggers is a result of coexisting grammars.

Below are example sentences with corresponding trees, illustrating the two

grammatical orders with sentential negative triggers.  Both have the interpretation: Never

does Dina drink coffee.
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• XPSVO (No Inversion)
af-pa’am dina lo Sota kafe
once-ever Dina not drinks coffee

• XPVSO (Inversion)
af-pa’am lo Sota dina kafe
once-ever not drinks Dina coffee

Preposed sentential negative triggers are in the CP layer, but are not in spec, CP at

the surface structure.  They are in spec, FocP.  Movement of the verb, or lack thereof, is

motivated by the Neg-Criterion and the deep structure position of the feature [Neg].

When inversion occurs, the verb is in Foc at surface structure.  The feature [Neg] is base

generated on lo ‘not’.  The Neg-Criterion forces movement of both lo and the verb into

the CP layer to form a relationship between the head, Foc, and its specifier.  When there

is no inversion the verb remains in I because the [Neg] feature is base-generated in Foc

and the Neg-Criterion is already satisfied without additional movement of lo or the verb.

trigger

verb

Foc

           

IP

Foc'

FocP

CP

trigger

Foc

           

IP

Foc'

FocP

CP
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the word order possibilities in Modern Hebrew sentences in

which a negative phrase comes before both the subject and the verb.  It details the cases

in which SVO and/or VSO word orders are found as the result of this negative trigger,

and when applicable, suggests reasons for why there is a variation in word order, as well

as a variation in the grammaticality judgments of native speakers.  

The following sentences illustrate the difference between the SVO and VSO orders

in Modern Hebrew sentences with negative triggers. 1  Each sentence uses the negative

expression af-pa’am ‘never (once ever).’  This is a negative trigger in itself; however,

Modern Hebrew requires the additional word lo ‘not’ to follow af-pa’am in order for the

sentence to be grammatical.

1. af-pa’am lo Sota miryam kafe
ever-once (trigger) not drink Miriam coffee
‘Never does Miriam drink coffee.’

2. af-pa’am miryam lo Sota kafe
ever-once (trigger) Miriam not drink coffee
‘Never does Miriam drink coffee.’

3. miryam af-pam lo Sota kafe
Miriam ever-once not drink coffee
‘Miriam never drinks coffee.’

                                                
1 I use the following abbreviations in examples: ACC-accusative, COP-copula, PCPL-participle, f-
feminine, m-masculine, s-singular, pl-plural, p-person, pass-passive, past-past, fut-future, pres-present,
unacc-unaccusative, ben-Benoni, which is a category of words that is often used as a verb in the present
tense.
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Sentence (1) shows the order that has been previously claimed by Shlonsky (1997)

to be the only grammatical possibility when the trigger is fronted, XVSO.2  Sentence (2)

is an example of the additional order shown to be grammatical in this paper, XSVO.

Sentence (3) is another grammatical possibility; however, since the negative phrase is not

acting as a fronted trigger in this sentence, its grammaticality is not contested and will not

be discussed in great detail in this paper.

1.1 Proposal

Beyond discussing the grammaticality of the above sentences, in this paper I will

do the following:

• present the previous studies related to inversion in Modern Hebrew, highlighting
their strengths and weaknesses;

• select a system for categorizing the various triggers of Modern Hebrew based on
their syntactic and semantic properties and discuss why certain types of negative
phrases are different and deserve a separate analysis;

• highlight the differences between the types of negative triggers and discuss to
which analyses they belong;

• explain my analysis of Negative Inversion, inversion with sentential negation,
which follows Haegeman and Guéron’s (1999) analysis of Negative Preposing in
English;

• discuss the evidence this study provides for the existence of coexisting grammars in
Modern Hebrew.

The remainder of Chapter 1 introduces the basic word order of Modern Hebrew as

well as inversion in Modern Hebrew, including information about Free Inversion and

Wh-Interrogative Inversion.   Chapter 2 discusses Triggered Inversion in relation to

topics, Verb Second Phenomena and its description in Modern Hebrew descriptive

                                                
2 Shlonsky (1997) uses le-olam lo ‘never’ instead of af-pa’am lo.  Since le-olam lo is of a more formal
register, it is possible that Shlonsky’s (1997) claim that inversion is obligatory with negative triggers is a
result of using data only from a formal register.
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grammars and grammar books.  Chapters 3 and 4 introduce three formal analyses related

to inversion in Modern Hebrew, Borer’s (1995), Doron and Shlonsky’s (1990), and

Levon’s (2001).  In Chapter 5 I present my analysis of Negative Inversion, inversion

triggered by sentential negation, as a separate process from Triggered Inversion.  Chapter

6 is the paper’s conclusion and it highlights the main points of my research as well as

some of its implications.

1.2 Basic Word Order of Modern Hebrew

Before getting into the details of word order specific to negation, it is necessary to

first review the basic word order of Modern Hebrew.  In Modern Hebrew, the following

simple word order patterns are considered to be grammatical.   The example sentences

listed below each pattern are adapted from Borer (1995).

4. S-V-O
ha-xatul xisel et׳ ha-gvina
the-cat finished ACC the-cheese
‘The cat finished the cheese.’

5. XP-S-V-O
lifney Se-higanu ha-xatul xisel et׳ ha-gvina
before that-arrive[past/1p/pl] the-cat finished ACC the-cheese
‘Before we arrived, the cat finished the cheese.’

6. XP-V-S-O
lifney Se-higanu xisel ha-xatul et׳ ha-gvina
before that-arrive[past/1p/pl] finished the-cat ACC the-cheese
‘Before we arrived, the cat finished the cheese.’

In sentences (5) and (6) particular phrases, triggers, are present.  These phrases are called

triggers in the literature because they can trigger inversion of the subject and the verb

when they are preposed. 

Additional, somewhat more complex, grammatical word order patterns exist.  They

include sentences that have more than one inflected item, resulting in constructions with
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compound tenses.  The following sentences are adapted from Goldberg (2001) to

illustrate these additional patterns.

7. S-COP-PCPL-O
rivka hayta kotevet mixtav
Rivka be[past/3p/s/f] write[ben/s/f] letter
‘Rivka wrote a letter [distant past]’3

8. XP-COP-S-PCPL-O
yom yom hayta rivka kotevet mixtav
day day be[past/3p/s/f] Rivka write[ben/s/f] letter
‘Everyday Rivka wrote a letter [distant past].’

9. S-PCPL-COP-O
rivka kotevet hayta mixtav
Rivka write[ben/s/f] be[past/3p/s/f] letter
‘Rivka wrote a letter [distant past].’

10. XP-PCPL-COP-S-O
yom yom kotevet hayta rivka mixtav
day day write[ben/s/f] be[past/3p/s/f] Rivka letter
‘Everyday Rivka wrote a letter [distant past].’

The above sentences show word order patterns that all start with some element that

is not a verb or verb phrase.  This does not mean that it would be ungrammatical to start a

sentence with a verb in Modern Hebrew; however, in Modern Hebrew, sentences that

start with verbs tend to be marked and need specific contexts to be grammatical.  One

situation, in which VSO word order occurs in Modern Hebrew, without the presence of

another phrase preceding the verb, is that of Free Inversion (Doron and Shlonsky 1990).

Sentences that have undergone Free Inversion contain a verb that is either unaccusative

or passive, and a subject that is indefinite.  Free Inversion is not a major topic in this

paper; however, it is discussed in sections 1.3 and 1.4. 

                                                
3 There is some dispute over the use of the words ‘distant past’ here.    Dr. Galia Hatav, a native speaker of
Modern Hebrew, stated that Modern Hebrew does not differentiate between the distant and recent pasts.
However, since I am not a native speaker myself, and since these example sentences were taken directly
from Goldberg (2001), I am hesitant to change them.
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All of the above data show that sentences with subject-verb word order patterns are,

for the most part, grammatical, that is as long as there are not other problems with the

sentences unrelated to word order.  Furthermore, SVO word order is considered to be the

unmarked word order in Modern Hebrew (Goldberg 2001).  Schwarzwald (2001:48) goes

as far as to say, “Modern Hebrew overwhelmingly prefers the SVO order with the use of

simple tenses.”  This is not the case for earlier forms of Hebrew.  According to

Schwarzwald (2001:48), although the unmarked order in Modern Hebrew is SVO, in both

Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew VSO was the “dominant word order.”

1.3 Inversion in Modern Hebrew

In addition, the data given in section 1.2 show that clauses with VSO word order

may, in certain cases, still be grammatical.  This marked word order is collectively

referred to as inversion.  Different lines have been drawn to syntactically categorize the

different types of grammatical inversion in Modern Hebrew.  

According to Shlonsky (1997) there are two general types of inversion in Modern

Hebrew, Free Inversion and Triggered Inversion.  A previous study by Doron and

Shlonsky (1990) also discusses inversion in terms of these same two main types;

however, they do not include negatives or wh-interrogatives in their list of triggers.  They

do discuss wh-movement, but give it a nearly identical analysis to Triggered Inversion.

This type of syntactic classification accounts for the fact that one type of inversion

requires a trigger while the other does not; however, it does not account for all of the

structural differences between the inversion types with triggers.

More recent research on the inversion processes of Modern Hebrew categorizes

inversion in a different manner.  Most research agrees that Free Inversion should be

analyzed separately from other types of inversion in Modern Hebrew.  However, there
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are varying ways to divide what Doron and Shlonsky (1990) refer to as Triggered

Inversion.  Based on the “syntactic and stylistic” characteristics of the inversion process

with the varying triggers, the following categories have also been hypothesized by Levon

(2001).

• Free Inversion
• Triggered Inversion
• Wh-Inversion
• Negative Inversion

This is different in that previous studies about inversion in Modern Hebrew include

Wh-inversion and Negative Inversion within Triggered Inversion (Shlonsky 1997).

Levon (2002:2) bases this different system of classifying inversion on cross-linguistic

facts and the varying “stylistic marginality” among some of the triggers.  Although much

of Doron and Shlonsky’s approach to Triggered Inversion appears to present a plausible

analysis for an inversion process, it begins to fail when it uses the same analysis for

several different triggers, regardless of their semantic properties or interpretations.

Like Levon, I propose that inversion in Modern Hebrew can be split into four

categories.  These categories are based on their structural analyses.  The difference;

however between Levon’s definition of the categories and mine, is that I believe

constituent negation along with the constituent it is negating is a trigger of Triggered

Inversion and that the only potential trigger of Negative Inversion is sentential negation.

These four syntactic categories as I define them are shown below and will be discussed

further in this paper along with their analyses.
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• Free Inversion
o Section 1.3.1

• Wh-Interrogative Inversion
o Section 1.3.2

• Triggered Inversion: including constituent negation + constituent being negated
o Chapter 2 introduces Triggered Inversion
o Chapters 3-4 present previous formal analyses
o Chapter 5 includes modifications for constituent negation

• Negative Inversion: inversion due to preposed sentential negation
o Chapter 5

1.3.1 Free Inversion

Free Inversion, as defined by Doron and Shlonsky (1990), is a type of inversion in

which VSO word order results without the presence of any triggering element before the

subject and the verb in a given sentence.  Free Inversion can only occur when the verb

does not assign an external theta role, when the verb is unaccusative or passive.

Furthermore, definite subject DPs cannot be a part of sentences with Free Inversion.  The

following is a grammatical set of sentences with Free Inversion (Shlonsky 1990).

11. nolad manhig xadaS
was-born[unacc] leader new
‘A new leader has been born.’

hunxu mispar haxlatot al Sulxan ha-memSala
placed[pass] several resolutions on table the-government
‘Several resolutions were placed on the government’s table.’

The following sentence shows that a definite DP cannot grammatically occur with

the VSO word order being a result of Free Inversion (Shlonsky 1997).

12. */?hunxa ha-haxlata al Sulxan ha-memSala
placed[pass] the-resolution on table the-government
‘The resolution was placed on the government’s table.’

Some native speakers say that sentence (12) is marked, but not completely

ungrammatical.  Shlonsky (1997) states that sentences like (12) are ungrammatical.

Either way it is not as acceptable as the sentences in (11) or sentence (13).
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The following sentence shows that VSO word order is not ungrammatical with

definite DPs, that is as long as VSO word order is not the result of Free Inversion, but

instead is the result of Triggered Inversion (Shlonsky 1997).

13. al Sulxan ha-memSala hunxa ha-haxlata
on table the-government placed[pass] the-resolution
‘The resolution was placed on the government’s table..’

The fronted position of the phrase al Sulxan ha-memSala ‘on the government’s table’ is

what forces the inversion here, making this sentence grammatical even though the word

order is still VSO.

1.3.2 Wh-Interrogative Inversion

In section 1.3 above I state that Triggered Inversion is not an all-encompassing

process that includes all inversions as a result of a trigger.  Based on this conclusion, this

section is devoted to a brief summary of Wh-Interrogative Inversion.

1.3.2.1 Wh-phrases as separate from other triggers

There are a few qualities of Wh-Interrogative Inversion that set it apart from

Triggered Inversion.  The first is one that is mentioned in Levon (2001) is that Wh-

Interrogative Inversion occurs often cross-linguistically.  Below is an example of subject-

verb inversion in French adapted from Taraldsen (2001) and an example of subject-

auxiliary inversion in English.

14. où crois-tu que vont se cacher les chats
where think-you that will themselves hide the cats
‘Where do you think the cats will hide themselves?’

15. What does Mindy want to do this weekend?
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In each of these examples, a wh-phrase appears clause-initially, and as a result, subject

inversion occurs.  In these two cases, that of the matrix verb in example (14) and the

auxiliary in example (15), inversion is obligatory.

Another piece of evidence offered by Levon (2001) is that when a trigger of

Triggered Inversion is preposed, with or without inversion, the resulting sentence is

marked.  This is not the case with Wh-Interrogative Inversion.  There appears to be no

semantic difference between the SVO and VSO word orders with a preposed wh-phrase.

This is shown below.

16. matai lamad Slomo
when studied Shlomo

17. matai Slomo lamad
when Shlomo studied

‘When did Shlomo study?’

Shlonsky (1997) places Wh-interrogatives within his list of triggers, thus being grouped

into his observation that the optionality of all triggers is based on register or dialectal

differences.  More recently, Levon (2001:2) says that Wh-Interrogative Inversion is

optional “without any discernible semantic effect” unlike other forms of Triggered

Inversion.

An additional difference between wh-phrases that are serving as triggers and the

triggers of Triggered Inversion is that wh-phrases can trigger inversion in an embedded

clause and then move to a position outside of this clause while still maintaining

grammaticality and the intended meaning.  Triggers of Triggered Inversion in Modern

Hebrew are clause bound and cannot move into a higher clause without changing the

meaning or grammaticality of a given sentence.
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1.3.2.2 Structural Analysis of Wh-Interrogative Inversion

As mentioned above, since Shlonsky (1997) considers Wh-Interrogative Inversion

to be a type of Triggered Inversion he does not give it a separate analysis.  Doron and

Shlonsky (1990) state varying things about the relationship between Triggered Inversion

and Wh-Interrogative Inversion that leaves it somewhat unclear as to what their exact

analysis of the situation is.  Regardless of how they classify inversion as the result of a

wh-trigger or a non-wh-trigger, they do note only one main difference in their analysis.

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) hypothesize that Triggered Inversion is a case of recursive

CP phrases, one in which the trigger lies at surface structure and another higher CP to

prevent the trigger from moving to a higher position in a given sentence.  The difference

they posit is that in Wh-Interrogative Inversion an additional CP category above the CP

containing the trigger is not created to prevent movement.  Finally, they do state that

overt and covert movement of I to C accounts for the appearance of optional movement.

Levon’s (2002) analysis is based mainly on Kayne and Pollock (2001) and their

analysis of French Stylistic Inversion.  In his analysis, Levon (2002) states the inverted

word order is the product of a series of systematic movements that are motivated through

feature checking.  First the wh-interrogative phrase moves to a projection in the CP layer.

Then the subject is topicalized, moving above the wh-interrogative phrase.  Next, the IP

moves to a position that now dominates the subject.  Finally, the wh-phrase moves above

the other constituents.  The illustration below is adapted from Levon (2002). 

a) Deep structure: [S V Wh]
b) Wh-extraction: [Whi[S V ti]]
c) Subject topicalization: [Sj[Whi[tj V ti]]]
d) IP preposing: [[tj V ti][Sj[Whi]]]
e) 2nd Wh-extraction: [Whi[[tj V ti][Sj[ti]]]]
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In this analysis the only movement that SVO and VSO word order patterns have in

common is the first movement of the wh-interrogative to CP.  The additional movements:

topicalization of the subject, raising of IP over the subject, second movement of the wh-

interrogative, do not occur when the final linear order is SVO; they only occur with VSO

order.
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CHAPTER 2
TRIGGERED INVERSION

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) use the term Triggered Inversion to refer to the process

in which a phrase appearing at the beginning of a sentence, in some analyses as the result

of movement, can cause the verb to raise above the subject, resulting in VSO word order.

Doron and Shlonsky  (1990) label these phrases that occur at the beginning of a

sentence’s linear order, and that can cause inversion, triggers.

Before discussing what can and cannot be a trigger, it is important to note that

while not all of the inversion processes are the same, and not all of the triggers are the

same; they are not completely unrelated either.  For instance, in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2 of

this chapter the term triggers will be used to include all triggers of all inversion processes

in Modern Hebrew that occur as the result of some XP appearing before the verb and the

subject at surface structure.

2.1 Triggers

The following is a list of triggers as defined by Shlonsky (1997).

a) Temporal Adverb
b) Prepositional Phrase
c) Clausal Adverb
d) Direct Object
e) Indirect Object
f) Clausal Complement
g) Wh-expression
h) Relative Operator
i) Negative Phrase
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As mentioned, this paper will consider all of the above to be triggers as in the term

Triggered Inversion except for wh-expressions and sentential negation, which are triggers

of distinct forms of inversion.

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) also note that certain phrases cannot act as triggers in

Modern Hebrew.  Manner adverbials cannot serve as triggers.  The following sentence

shows this with its ungrammaticality.

18. *beSeket lomed ha-talmid et׳ ha-xeshbon
quietly study the-student ACC arithmetic
‘Quietly the student studied arithmetic.’

Part of the reason manner adverbials cannot act as triggers in Modern Hebrew lies in the

fact that they cannot be clause-initial in any sentences, sentences with SVO or VSO order

(Shlonsky 1997).

Furthermore, in order to conclude that a given XP is a trigger it needs to be a part

of the clause in which inversion is present (Doron and Shlonsky 1990).  

19. le-harbe peilim hodia ha-miStara Se-hi
to-many activists announced the-police that-she

tagiS tvia
presses charges

(a) ‘The police told many activists that it will press charges.’
(b) *‘The police announced that it will press charges against many activists.’

The prepositional phrase le-harbe peilim ‘to many activists’ can cause inversion in the

given sentence; however, the only grammatical interpretation is that of gloss (a).  This is

because le-harbe peilim belongs to the matrix clause, which in this sentence, is the

clause that shows inversion.  In order to get the interpretation in gloss (b), le-harbe

peilim would move only to the beginning of the embedded clause and the verb tagiS
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 ‘presses’ would show the inversion in respect to the pronoun hi ‘she.’  The sentence for

gloss (b) is shown below.

20. ha-miStara hodia She- le-harbe peilim tagiS
the-police announced that to-many activists presses

hi tvia
she charge

Pervious analyses have listed the triggers and non-triggers as shown above.  A

generalization can be made about what can and cannot act as a trigger.  A trigger is a

phrase that must be able to appear clause initially, is not a topic, and that, with the

exception of wh-phrases, is clause bound.

2.2 Topics and Triggers

It is important to note that there is a difference between topics and triggers.  This

difference is in the structure as well as the practical use or interpretation of a given

sentence.  According to Doron and Shlonsky (1990) triggers are structurally in the

specifier of the complementizer phrase, whereas topics are adjoined with an IP and even

though they are in different position, additional problems rule out the possibility of them

co-occuring.  However, examples used in Shlonsky (1997) as well as data collected for

this research appears to show that they can co-occur.  As will be returned to in chapter 5,

the anaysis of this paper believes that both Topic Phrases and Focus Phrases exist within

the CP layer and that they are the landing sites for topics and triggers respectively. 

Topics are more restricted than triggers in that topics must be definite and are

always followed by subjects.  Triggers, on the other hand, can be definite or indefinite.

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) claim that triggers are always followed by verbs; however,

Shlonsky (1997) as well as my own research found that triggers do not always trigger
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overt inversion.  Furthermore, another difference between topics and triggers is that

topics are not clause bound as triggers are.

The table below summarizes the above observations about topics and triggers.

topic trigger
clause-bound no yes (except wh-phrases)
indefinite no yes
definite yes yes
inversion no yes/no

As this table shows, in most sentences it is possible to distinguish between topics and

triggers using morphological and syntactic observations alone.  However, when no

inversion occurs and the fronted constituent is definite, it is difficult to tell if the fronted

constituent is a trigger or a topic.  In this situation the difference between a topic and a

trigger is a matter of a fronted phrase’s interpretation within a given sentence.  

2.3 Verb Second Phenomena

Previous analyses state that Triggered Inversion in Modern Hebrew is similar to,

but not the same as, the verb second phenomena of Germanic languages.  However, it

does not appear that any of their observations completely separate the two.

Shlonsky (1997) states that in an embedded context, inversion can occur regardless

of the type of verb.  Some Germanic languages only allow inversion in embedded clauses

with bridge verbs, verbs that take sentential complements and that allow extraction from

their complements.  Furthermore, in some Germanic languages inversion cannot occur

with overt complementizers.  Below is an example from Shlonsky (1997) to illustrate the

grammaticality of inversion with an overt complementizer Se ‘that.’
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21. mipney Se ba-pSita ha-leilit acra ha-miStara
because that in-the-raid the-nightly detained the-police

peilim rabim hexlatnu l-argen hafgana
activists many decided to-organize demonstration

‘Because the police arrested many activists in the nightly raid, we decided to
organize a demonstration.’

These observations are not enough to separate Triggered Inversion from verb second

because although languages such as German do not allow inversion with overt

complementizers and only with bridge verbs, languages like Yiddish do.

Shlonsky (1997) states that the sentence below is evidence that Triggered Inversion

can occur in other positions besides the second position, unlike verb second languages.  

22. et ha-pail ha-ze matai acra ha-mishtara
ACC the-activist the-this when detained the-police
‘When did the police detain this activist?’ 

In this sentence the verb occurs in the third position with two constituents, ha-pail ha-ze

and matai, coming before it.  It is not clear if ha-pail ha-ze is acting as a trigger.  If it is

a topic it could be said to be outside of the clause in which inversion is occurring,

labeling the verb position as the second position, not the third. 

2.4 Descriptive Grammars and Grammar Books

The alternation referred to as Triggered Inversion in this paper is mentioned to

varying degrees in Modern Hebrew descriptive grammars and grammar books.  Since

these texts are not formal syntactic analyses, they do not attempt to account for Triggered

Inversion.  However, they are still helpful in that they discuss the authors’ observations

about how native speakers use the rules behind Triggered Inversion. 

Many reference grammar books, such as Modern Hebrew Structure, by Ruth

Aronson Berman, describe a rule that appears to capture the marked word order
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associated with Triggered Inversion (1978:151).  In Berman’s text, verb preposing is

referred to as being “a re-ordering rule in formal, literary Hebrew.”  According to

Berman, this rule is: “where [a] complement-whether an obligatory object-type

complement or an optional modifier type complement-is preposed to the beginning of the

sentence (generally for purposes of focus) the verb of that complement must precede its

subject NP.”  In other words, the complement appearing at the beginning of the sentence

triggers the verb to come before its agent.  Berman goes on to say that often in

“colloquial usage” the above rule is not applied and the unmarked order, SVO remains.

What is particularly interesting about the above-quoted material and what will be

discussed further in this research is the use of the word must in the rule as well as the

observation that this rule applies in “formal” and “literary” settings.  Berman (1978:151)

concludes her comments on verb preposing by saying that it is “very common” for the

subject to come before the verb in colloquial contexts.  Previously analyzed sentences

lead Shlonsky (1997) to the conclusion that Triggered Inversion is obligatory in certain

contexts, specifically with negative triggers.  However, additional sentences were

collected as part of this research project and they appear to show that, at least in some

more colloquial contexts, that even negative triggers do not always require inversion.  In

fact, it appears as if Berman (1978) is actually describing what I have determined to be

the effect of coexisting grammars in Modern Hebrew that are based on register variation.  

In addition, more descriptive grammars, such as Modern Hebrew by Ora

Schwarzwald (2001:66), states a similar rule, that “if an object or an adverbial occurs at

the beginning of a verbal sentence, the verb precedes the subject NP.”  In her grammar,
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Schwarzwald says simply that this rule is optional.  Schwarzwald unfortunately does not

go into the details of when she believes the rule to be adhered to and when it is violated.

A final note about Triggered Inversion and its description in Modern Hebrew

grammar books is that it apparently used to be something only found in the past and

future tenses.  It was not part of the benoni, or present tense (Berman 1978, Schwarzwald

2001).  This makes sense because traditionally in Hebrew the benoni was not considered

to be a verbal tense.  In present day Modern Hebrew, native speakers perceive the benoni

as a verb tense even though it behaves quite differently from the other tenses.  Since

people have begun to perceive it as a verbal tense, it is not surprising that they have also

begun to apply verbal rules to it such as Triggered Inversion.

Formal studies of subject and verb movement in general, as well as studies specific

to Triggered Inversion have been completed.  Three distinct analyses will be discussed in

detail in the following chapters, that of Borer (1995), that of Doron and Shlonsky (1997),

and that of Levon (2001).
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CHAPTER 3
FORMAL ANALYSES

Borer (1995), Doron and Shlonsky (1990), and Shlonsky (1997) give analyses for

inversion as the result of some constituent being clause-initial at surface structure.  While

there are elements of these analyses that are insightful, these analyses do not completely

capture the observations that have been made about Triggered Inversion and its

interpretation.

3.1 Borer (1995)

Borer (1995) does not specifically discuss the triggers of Triggered Inversion as

defined by Doron and Shlonsky (1990) in great detail; however, Borer (1995) does

include a brief section on this inversion process.  Borer uses the term Stylistic Inversion

to refer to inversion processes including Triggered Inversion within her larger work on

verb movement in Modern Hebrew.

According to Borer (1995:1), Modern Hebrew is currently a language in transition.

In her paper on verb movement, she explains that it is logical for Modern Hebrew to

follow the patterns of both VSO and SVO languages because Modern Hebrew is in an

“intermediate stage” between the two.  More specifically, Borer accounts for the

grammaticality of both word orders by stating that, in a given sentence, both the subject

and the verb are in the verb phrase at the deep structure, in SPEC-VP and V respectively,

and that both the subject and the verb can optionally raise.
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Borer (1995) presents several scenarios that may occur as the result of the optional

movement of the verb and the subject.  One scenario in which SVO word order is the

result at the surface structure with a trigger is below.  

XP

I

Subject

Verb

V Object

V'

VP

I'

IP

In this situation both the subject and the verb remain in the verb phrase in their base-

generated positions.  The trigger is in SPEC, IP, but inversion is not a result.  Borer

presents an additional scenario in which VSO word order occurs at surface structure. 

Here the subject does not raise, it remains within the verb phrase; but the verb does raise

to I.

Borer (1995) does not discuss syntactically how or why the subject and verb of a

given sentence do or do not move.  Goldberg (2001) states that it could be hypothesized

XP

Verbi

I

Subject

t

Verbi Object

V'

VP

I'

IP
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that within Borer’s analysis strong or weak inflectional features of the verb and

agreement features of the subject determine whether movement is overt or covert.

However, within her analysis, as it is written, not determining the details of what

syntactically motivates the subject and the verb to move allows sentences to be generated

that show inversion, but that have no trigger in SPEC, IP (Goldberg 2001).  Sentences

with inversion, but no trigger, are sometimes grammatical examples of Free Inversion.  It

is not clear though that this is Borer’s (1995) intention when she left out an explanation

for what motivates verb and subject movement.

Borer does, however, discuss evidence that verb raising is optional.  She does this

by showing examples in which the words associated with the verb are in low positions as

well as examples in which they are in intermediate positions (Goldberg 2001).  As noted

by Goldberg, Borer specifically uses “the participle-copula cluster of copula inversion” to

illustrate the optionally of verb raising (2001:6).1

What is most useful about Borer (1995) is its analysis of Modern Hebrew as a

language in transition.  As will be further discussed later in this paper, I believe that

Modern Hebrew is a language with coexisting grammars.  One of the two possible

explanations I give for these coexisting grammars in Modern Hebrew is that they

represent different levels of the transition that Borer believes Modern Hebrew to be

undergoing. 

3.2 Doron and Shlonsky (1990), Shlonsky (1997)

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) and Shlonsky (1997) make a few assumptions about

the clause structure of Modern Hebrew based on previous research unrelated to inversion

                                                
1 An illustration of the particle-copula cluster in Modern Hebrew and the possible word orders with them
can be found above in sentences (7-10) in section 1.2.
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constructions.  As does Borer (1995), both Doron and Shlonsky (1990) and Shlonsky

(1997) state that in Modern Hebrew both the verb and the subject begin in the verb

phrase.  Unlike Borer, both of these studies state that the verb and the subject raise

obligatorily to a higher position outside of the verb phrase.  Shlonsky (1997) notes that

the benoni2 can also be involved in inversion as the result of a trigger since it acts as a

verb in the present tense.  The verb moves to I and the subject moves into SPEC-IP.

Goldberg (2001) reviews Shlonsky (1997) and Borer (1995) and finds that based on data

within the realm of Triggered Inversion, as well as other clause structures in Modern

Hebrew, that the verb and the subject obligatorily move out of the VP layer in Modern

Hebrew.  

Specifically, in the case of Triggered Inversion, Doron and Shlonsky (1990) and

Shlonsky (1997) have very similar, but not identical analyses.  This section presents

Doron and Shlonsky’s (1990) analysis first.  Shlonsky’s (1997) analysis follows in terms

of its modifications from Doron and Shlonsky (1990) along with potential pitfalls of this

type of analysis.

3.2.1 Doron and Shlonsky (1990)

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) state that what is occurring in cases of Triggered

Inversion is a result of CP recursion.  The diagram they use in their analysis is below.

                                                
2 The use of the benoni, specifically as a verb tense, was previously mentioned in footnote 1 of chapter 1
and in section 2.3.
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CP
      CP
XP       C’
        C       IP
                       I’
                       I   VP
                                 V’
                                       V…

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) say that when the subject does not invert, and comes

before the verb, that the subject is in SPEC, IP and there is no extra CP layer.  In this case

the verb is in I.  When the surface structure word order is VSO, the verb moves to C, over

the subject and the trigger is in the specifier position of the lower CP.   They state that the

additional CP node forms a barrier for extraction. 

Other points in their analysis have been touched upon previously in this paper.

Doron and Shlonsky (1990) state that the existence of the additional CP layer accounts

for the fact that triggers are clause bound.  The triggers cannot move above the non-

lexically-marked node.  Wh-triggers are an exception to this in that they can

grammatically move out of the clause they affect in meaning.  Doron and Shlonsky

(1990) account for this by saying that wh-triggers do not have the additional CP layer. 

3.2.2 Shlonsky (1997)

One modification from Doron and Shlonsky (1990) is that Shlonsky (1997)

includes their list of triggers as well as negative phrases and wh-interrogative phrases.

He does mention slight differences between negative phrases and the other triggers, but

on the whole he gives all triggers the same analysis.  The only difference Shlonsky

(1997) lists between negative triggers and other triggers is that he believes that negative

triggers obligatorily force inversion.  Another modification of Shlonsky (1997) is not

necessarily much of a difference from Doron and Shlonsky (1990), but is worth noting
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for its clarification purposes in Shlonsky (1997).  He reminds readers that CP has many

projections and that saying that the trigger is in the CP layer is enough for his analysis

since discussing the COMP domain in great detail is beyond the purpose of his study.  

Since Shlonsky (1997) also believes that the inverted word order is a result of

triggered I to C movement, he provides the following diagram for illustration.

I to C movement:

Shlonsky (1997) refers to feature-checking and criteria-based approaches for

explanations.  He does not adopt nor rule out one or the other.  Instead, he describes how

both can be used to with structure to account for both the SVO and VSO word order

patterns.

First, Shlonsky (1997) discusses Chomsky (1993) and his feature checking theory

in accounting for the movement from I to C.  Shlonsky (1997) says that this movement

from I to C and the position of the trigger in SPEC, CP creates a connection between the

verb and the trigger.  According to Shlonsky (1997:149) the trigger moving into SPEC,

CP forces I to C movement in “formal written Hebrew” only.  He goes on to explain that

strong features of the trigger need to be checked in formal registers of Modern Hebrew

with those of the inflected verb, whereas in colloquial registers the same features are

weak, and do not need to be checked overtly.  When the features do not need to be

Trigger

C

Verb

I

I'

IP

C'

CP
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checked before the surface structure I to C movement of the verb does not occur.  Instead,

they are checked at LF.  This analysis using strong and weak features accounts for what

appears to be an optional variation. 

Secondly, Shlonsky (1997) briefly states that the criteria approach of Rizzi (991)

among others also work because under this theory the verb moves from I to C to satisfy a

particular criterion.  The SPEC position has the operator feature(s) that need to be

coindexed with the head that has like features.  Furthermore, the head has certain features

that need to be coindexed with the trigger that is in the SPEC position.  He generalizes

the varying criteria by stating:

• An XP marked [+F] must be in a SPEC-head configuration with an X marked [+F]
and vice-versa.

The remainder of Shlonsky’s analysis of Triggered Inversion in Modern Hebrew

focuses on variations based on the classes of triggers.  In terms of wh-triggers, Shlonsky

notes that it is the only trigger whose trace can cause Triggered Inversion.  The other

triggers’ traces cannot license inversion as a result of non-wh-triggers being clause bound

and unable to trigger inversion more than once in a given sentence.  Shlonsky (1997) also

refers to Borer (1984) when he mentions that relative clauses are unique in that

observations have lead to the conclusion that inversion can only occur in the highest

COMP of a given relative clause.  He posits a possible analysis in which a phonetically

unrealized resumptive pronoun acts as a covert trigger.  He uses situations in which an

overt resumptive pronoun may appear in the same position as evidence.  Sentences

illustrating this are below (Shlonsky 1997).

23. ha-adam Se xaSav dani Se rina pagSa…
the-person that thought Dani that Rina met
‘The person that Dani thought that Rina met…’
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24. ??ha-adam Se xaSav dani Se pagSa rina…
the-person that thought Dani that met Rina
‘The person that Dani thought that Rina meet…’

25. ha-adam Se oto rina pagSa…
the-person that him Rina met
‘The person that Rina met…’

26. ha-adam Se oto pagSa rina…
the-person that him met Rina
‘The person that Rina met…’

Sentences (23) and (24) show the grammaticality judgments that result with

inversion in relative clauses without overt resumptive pronouns.  Sentences (25) and (26)

provide evidence that resumptive pronouns can act as triggers in relative clauses overtly.

Again, Shlonsky (1997) hypothesizes that resumptive pronouns may exist in a sentence

like (23), but that they are covert.  He states that these resumptive pronouns are base-

generated in COMP.  It is not surprising that Shlonsky (1997) makes an exception with

this particular type of trigger in terms of it being base-generated because he makes a

similar exception with negative triggers.  This exception does account for the given data

with relative clauses and inversion; however, since my analysis does not accept Shlonsky

(1997) in terms of his analysis of Negative Triggered Inversion as an exception of

Triggered Inversion, I am hesitant to accept this exception.  As stated in Levon (2001),

separate research needs to be conducted on all of the triggers individually to see if they

each have unique properties.

3.2.3 Negative Inversion in Shlonsky (1997)

Finally, Shlonsky (1997) discusses his account for the differences he observes

about negative phrases acting as triggers.  Using a criteria approach such as Rizzi (1991),

Shlonsky (1997) states that his observation that Negative Inversion is obligatory lies in
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the fact that the feature [+Neg] cannot be base generated in the CP layer.  It can only be

generated in a lower position on the negative head lo forcing the verb to raise over the

subject in its effort to coindex its features and for the Neg-criterion to be satisfied.  The

Neg-criterion is shown below as it is stated in Haegeman (2000).

A. A Neg-operator must be in a Spec-Head configuration with an X-[NEG].
B. An X-[NEG] must be in a Spec-Head configuration with a NEG-operator.

The explanation of Shlonsky (1997) poses a problem concerning obligatoriness.  In

the research process for this paper, native speakers of Modern Hebrew were consulted

about varying sentences with and without inversion.  I observed many native speakers not

using inversion with negative triggers frequently and, according to them, grammatically.

This conflicts with Shlonsky’s (1997) claim that inversion is obligatory.
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CHAPTER 4
LEVON (2001)

Levon (2001) proposes an alternative analysis that more accurately accounts for the

use of Triggered Inversion in Modern Hebrew in that it recognizes that sentences with

Triggered Inversion are semantically and pragmatically different from their unmarked

counterparts.  This analysis does have some weak areas and does not completely account

for Triggered Inversion; however, Levon (2001) does come closer to the correct use and

interpretation of Triggered Inversion than previous analyses.

Like previous studies, Levon (2001) believes that there are differences between

Triggered Inversion and verb second phenomena.  He does not try to form structural

connections between the two.  In his analysis, Levon (2001) states that Triggered

Inversion is a type of focus construction, more specifically a specificational equative

construction.  Levon (2001) compares these equative constructions in Modern Hebrew to

pseudocleft constructions in English.  He goes on to say that both English pseudoclefts

and Modern Hebrew Triggered Inversion are “language specific manifestations of the

same construction” (Levon 2001:4).

4.1 Triggered Inversion as a Pseudocleft Construction

4.1.1 Glosses

Before discussing the details of Levon’s analysis, it would be helpful to note some

observations about the interpretation of sentences with triggers.  Often, Modern Hebrew

sentences with triggers are glossed in the same manner as those in which the trigger is not

preopsed.  This assumes, however, that there is no difference in the interpretation of the
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two types of sentences.  Doron and Shlonsky (1990) highlight the fact that they have the

same gloss.  They state that although sentences with preposed triggers have different

discourse functions, they have the same truth conditions.  I also encountered this

difference in discourse function in speaking with native speakers of Modern Hebrew.  For

instance, out of context, several native speakers said that they would only use the

unmarked word order in which the trigger is not preposed.  In further conversations about

the use of sentences with preposed triggers, they said that they would need a specific

context in which the trigger was the answer to a previous statement or question to use the

order with a fronted trigger.

Levon (2001) also noticed a pragmatic difference; however, he does not go into the

details of when each is used.  He posits a need to capture this difference between the

unmarked word order and sentences with preposed triggers.  To do this, Levon (2001)

uses different glosses for the sentences with and without preposed triggers.  The

following sentence from Levon (2001) and its glosses provide an illustration of this.

27. harbe peilim acra ha-miStara ba-pSita ha-leilit
many activists detained the-police in-the-raid the-nightly

(a) ‘Many activists was who the police detained in the nightly raid.’
(b) ‘The police detained many activists in the nightly raid.’

Gloss (a) is the additional gloss that Levon adds in his analysis of Triggered Inversion.

Gloss (b) is from Shlonsky (1997) and represents the way in which most sentences with

or without Triggered Inversion are glossed.  Following the general pattern of glossing

Triggered Inversion in previous research, the following sentences could also be glossed

with gloss (b) above.

28. harbe peilim ha-miStara acra ba-pSita ha-leilit
many activists the-police detained in-the-raid the-nightly
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29. ha-miStara acra harbe peilim ba-pSita ha-leilit
the-police detained many activists in-the-raid the-nightly

Levon (2001) notes that gloss (a) is a pseudocleft construction in English and states that it

should be analyzed as such.

Some native speakers of Modern Hebrew question the use of a pseudocleft as the

gloss for Triggered Inversion.  They say that if they were to translate the English

pseudocleft into English, it would not be a case of Triggered Inversion.  However, they

do admit that in translating the Modern Hebrew into the English, it is difficult to find an

exact match and that the pseudocleft constructions used by Levon (2001) might be the

closest match and the most adequate gloss, although not perfect.

4.1.2 Evidence 

His first piece of evidence is based on Kiss (1998) in his discussion of both

Triggered Inversion and pseudoclefts in terms of focus constructions that do not

“manifest an exhaustive operator” (2001:4).  After checking his data with native speakers

and reviewing Kiss (1998), it appears as if Levon (2001) is correct in saying that

Triggered Inversion and pseudoclefts are similar in terms of exaustive identification, but

incorrect in that they both do manifest an exhaustive operator.  Although it appears that

Levon (2001) incorrectly states that they do not express exhaustive identification, the use

of exhaustive operators still supports his analysis of Triggered Inversion being a

pseudocleft construction since their exhaustive identification facts are the same.

The following set of sentences is adapted from Levon (2001).1

                                                
1 Levon (2001) marks the direct objects in these sentences as accusative, but does not use the definite
marker.  This is ungrammatical according to the native speakers in this study.
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30. praxim ve xocolad natan dani le-Rina
flowers and chocolate gave Dani to-Rina
‘Flowers and chocolate was what Dani gave to Rina.’

31. praxim natan dani le-Rina
flowers gave Dani to-Rina
‘Flowers was what Dani gave to Rina.’

This test is based on Szabolcsi (1981) and states that since sentence (31) is not a logical

consequence of sentence (30), exhaustive identification is expressed.  Both the Modern

Hebrew sentences and their English glosses express exhaustive identification.

Furthermore, neither pseudocleft constructions in English nor Triggered Inversion

in Modern Hebrew allows for wh-extraction.  Levon (2001) uses the sentences below to

illustrate this.

32. harbe sfarim natan dani le-rina etmol
many books gave Dani to-Rina yesterday
‘Many books was what Dani gave to Rina yesteday.’

33. *le-mi harbe sfarim natan dani t etmol
to-who many books gave Dani t yesterday
‘*To who was many books what Dani gave yesterday?’

34. *mi harbe sfarim natan t le-rina etmol
who many books gave t to-Rina yesterday
‘*Who was many books what t gave to Rina yesterday?’

Examples (33) and (34) are ungrammatical in both Modern Hebrew and English.

The final piece of evidence that Levon (2001) provides in support of his analysis of

Triggered Inversion as a pseudocleft construction is based on their similarities in terms of

scope.  He provides the following examples.

35. Some boy is the problem in every school.
36. The problem in every school is some boy.
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37. rut lo zaxra et-kol-ha-xomer
Rut NEG remembered ACC-all-the-materials
‘Ruth did not remember all of the materials.’

38. et-kol-ha-xomer lo zaxra rut
ACC-all-the-materials NEG remembered Rut
‘All of the materials was what Ruth did not remember.’

Sentences (35) and (37) show that in both Modern Hebrew and English, predicative

sentences are often ambiguous in terms of scope.  Sentence (35) has the following two

interpretations available.

a) In every school there is a boy, a different boy, that is a problem.
b) The same boy is a problem for every school.

Sentence (37) has the following two interpretations available.

a) Ruth forgot every material.  She did not remember anything.
b) Ruth forgot some, but not all of the materials.  She remembered some of them.

Sentences (36) and (38) show that the corresponding specificational equative sentences

are not ambiguous and only have one possible interpretation which is the interpretation

listed in (a) for both the Modern Hebrew and the English examples above.  These

sentences show that fronting a trigger in Modern Hebrew forces a wide scope

interpretation of the trigger.

4.2 Levon’s (2001) Structural Analysis

Levon (2001) states that the trigger is base-generated in the specifier position of the

functional phrase in the operator layer.  The trigger is then co-indexed with a long-chain

to the position it is in when a given sentence is interpreted.  The subject and the verb

begin within the verb phrase.  Transformations then occur that place the subject, and verb

in different position than did previous studies.  Levon (2001) states that the subject is

raised to a neutral phrase projection within the inflectional layer.  The subject is still

below the verb in this analysis because this analysis does support V to I movement and
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the neutral projection is below the landing site for the verb.  Levon (2001) mentions that

with the subject in this neutral phrase, it receives a neutral interpretation.  The verb does

not move to C or into the CP layer at all in this analysis.  Finally, the analysis of Levon

(2001) also argues that a null pronominal copula comes between the trigger and the rest

of the clause to which it belongs.

Below is a sentence with its corresponding tree diagram to illustrate the analysis of

Levon (2001).

39. le-rina natan dani praxim
to-Rina gave Dani flowers

Levon (2002) glosses this sentence as ‘Flowers was what Dani gave to Rina.’  However,

based on Levon (2001) and his written analysis in prose and tree diagrams in Levon
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(2002), I am assuming that he meant for the gloss to be something more like ‘(To) Rina

was whom Dani gave flowers.’

The tree above shows that the trigger is in the specifier position of the functional

phrase in the operator layer (GP) and is co-indexed through a long-chain with the position

in which it is interpreted.  The traces of the verb and the subject are in the verb phrase

along with the remainder of the sentence.  The subject is in the specifier of the neutral

phrase, which is below the verb, which is in AgrS.  Pron is the null pronominal copula

that is needed to syntactically show that the two arguments are part of an equation.

Section 4.3 below provides Levon’s (2001) reasoning for labeling the null copula as

Pron.

One problem with this tree is the fact that the subject is co-indexed with pro, which

is in spec, AgrSP.  This is a c-command violation.  Levon (2001) is not clear as to why he

believes spec, AgrSP needs to be filled with pro, although a plausible explanation is that

it is for agreement purposes between the subject and the verb.  One way to avoid this

problem with c-command while maintaining proper agreement is to leave spec, AgrSP

empty at the surface structure and to say that covert movement of the subject occurs at

LF.

Furthermore, it is important to note that although Levon (2001) does not directly

discuss the structure that would correspond with sentences in which inversion is not

triggered, he does recognize that inversion does not always occur when the trigger is

present.  He does not explain how, why, or when he believes that inversion occurs.  He

does seem to analyze all sentences with preposed triggers as pseudocleft constructions,

not just those with inversion.
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4.3 Equatives and the Copula in Modern Hebrew

The structure described above is based on equatives in Modern Hebrew as

described in Rothstein (1995).  Modern Hebrew has a copula in the past and future

tenses; however, in the present tense, the copula is said to be defective.  Many present

tense sentences that would use a copula in other languages do not in Modern Hebrew.

The following set of sentences adapted from Levon (2001) illustrates this.

40. ani hayiti Samen
I be-PAST fat
‘I was fat.’

41. ani ihye Samen
I be-FUT fat
‘I will be fat.’

42. ani Samen
I fat
‘I am fat.’

In certain cases, however, Modern Hebrew does use nominative pronouns to represent the

copula in the present tense.  An example of this from Levon (2001) is below.

43. dani hu mar yosef
Dani 3MS Mr. Josef
‘Dani is Mr. Joseph.’

Doron (1983) called this form of the copula Pron.  Based on Rothstein (1995) it can be

concluded that sentence (42) does not have Pron because the adjective Samen ‘fat’ as a

theta role that is filled by the pronoun ani ‘I’.  On the other hand since mar yosef ‘Mr.

Josef’ does not have a theta role that can be filled by Dani, sentence (43) needs the

copula. 

Levon (2001) goes on to say that since Pron allows for the syntactic licensing of

equatives like those above, it can also allow for the syntactic licensing of equatives that

are the result of Triggered Inversion.  This is illustrated below.
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44. ‘Dani is Mr. Josef.’
[dani[hu[mar yosef]DP]I’]IP

45. ‘Rina is who Dani gave flowers.’
[le-rinai[Pronarb[DPproi[CPOpi[AgrSPprojnatank[IPtk[AspP[NeutPdanij[AgrOP[VPtjpraxim

tkti]]]]]]]]]]]

The only difference noted by Levon (2001) between the equatives like in sentence

(44) and the equatives that are the result of Triggered Inversion, as in sentence (45), is

that the arguments are different.  The arguments of the equatives above are DPs whereas

the arguments of equatives that are a result of Triggered Inversion are not.
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CHAPTER 5
NEGATIVE INVERSION 

The previous two chapters have gone over the current analyses of Triggered

Inversion.  In this chapter I will discuss my hypothesis that certain negatives phrases

require a separate analysis from Triggered Inversion.  I base my analysis of Negative

Inversion in Modern Hebrew on Haegeman and Guéron’s (1999) analysis of Negative

Preposing in English.

5.1 The Realization of Negation in Modern Hebrew

Negation is formed in Modern Hebrew by adding the word lo ‘not’ in front of the

verb, adjective, or noun being negated.  Additional negation can occur in Modern Hebrew

by using a few different sets of words.  With each set, the word for ‘not’ still appears

directly before what is being negated; however, an additional free morpheme appears

before the word lo.  For example, the representation of the concept of ‘never’ is with the

word lo plus an additional free morpheme, either le-olam or af-pa’am.  This additional

morpheme is glossed, in certain cases, as ‘forever,’ ‘once ever’ or ‘never.’  Shlonsky

(1997) uses le-olam lo; however, since native speakers told me that this is a phrase from a

higher register, I also used af-pa’am lo to see if using a more colloquial expression would

affect inversion.

Grammatical examples of Negative Inversion, like the one below, show that this

additional morpheme does not need to be directly before the word lo, but that it can occur

in a higher position.
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46. af-pa’am Dan lo lomed
once-ever Dan not study
‘Never does Dan study.’

In this sentence af-pa’am and lo are not in sequential order because they are separated by

the subject, Dan.  In cases with sentential negation, such as the sentence above, the

additional morpheme is the negative trigger. 

5.2 Sentential Negation as a Separate Category of Trigger in Modern Hebrew

As previously mentioned, Shlonsky (1997) includes negative phrases as one of

several triggers of inversion.  Levon (2001:2) claims that there are differences between

negative and non-negative triggers, but does not go into detail beyond stating that

Negative Inversion is a cross-linguistic phenomena and that Negative Inversion is not

“stylistically marginal.”  The analysis of this paper provides evidence that constituent

negation behaves as a part of other triggers of Triggered Inversion and that sentential

negation should be recognized as a separate category of trigger, a trigger of Negative

Inversion.

5.2.1 C-command and Scope

In addition to the cross-linguistic tendency for negation to cause inversion,

negation is unique among the other triggers that Shlonsky (1997) lists in that certain types

of negative triggers take different scope as a result of c-command.  Many of the other

triggers are not scopal expressions whereas some negative triggers are.  The following

sentences illustrate this point.

47. af-pa’am lo Sota dina kafe
once-ever not drink Dina coffee

af-pa’am dina lo Sota kafe
once-ever Dina not drink coffee

‘Never does Dina drink coffee.’
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48. le-dina natan moSe sukariyot.
to-Dina gave Moshe candies

le-dina moSe natan sukariyot
to-Dina Moshe gave candies

‘(To) Dina is who Moshe gave candies.’

In the sentences in (47) the trigger is af-pa’am and it has scope over the entire

proposition, ‘Dina drinks coffee’ because it c-commands it.  As mentioned in section

4.1.2 in relation to evidence for Levon’s (2001) analysis of Triggered Inversion as a

pseudocleft construction, fronted triggers take wide scope.  In the sentences in (48) the

trigger is le-Dina and it is not a scopal expression.  In section 5.4, where I present my

structural analysis of Negative Inversion, this difference between triggers of Triggered

Inversion and Negative Inversion becomes significant.  I argue that triggers that have

scope over entire propositions interact with IPs and are directly followed by the

proposition that they negate.  They are not followed by any additional words or phrases

that are not part of the IP being negated. 

Not all negatives c-command the entire proposition that follows them.  The above

example in which af-pa’am takes scope over its proposition has sentential negation

because it negates the entire sentence as a result of its scope and c-command capabilities.

Other negatives, constituent negative, only have scope over the argument that follows

them.  This is illustrated below.

49. af-pa’am lo Sota dina kafe
once-ever not drink Dina coffee

af-pa’am dina lo Sota kafe
once-ever Dina not drink coffee

‘Never does Dina drink coffee.’
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50. lo sukariyot natan MoSe le-dina ela Sokolad
not candies gave Moshe to-Dina but chocolate

lo sukariyot MoSe natan le-dina ela Sokolad
not candies Moshe gave Dina but chocolate

‘Not candies is what Moshe gave to Dina, but (he gave her) chocolate.’

In the sentences in (49) the negative trigger is af-pa’am and it has scope of the entire

proposition.  In the sentences in (50) the negative trigger is lo.  It is negative in meaning

like af-pa’am lo; however, it does not have scope over the entire proposition.  It only has

scope over the argument that is the rest of the trigger, sukariyot ‘candies.’  I believe that

in the above sentence lo is not acting as a trigger by itself.  It is part of lo sukariyot ‘not

candies’ which acts as a larger constituent to trigger inversion.

Furthermore, sentential negation has the same scope no matter where it is placed in

a sentence while the scope of constituent negation may change if its place in the sentence

is changed.  The sentences below illustrate this point.

51. af-pa’am lo Sota dina kafe
once-ever not drink Dina coffee
‘Never does Dina drink coffee.’

52. dina af-pa’am lo Sota kafe
Dina once-ever not drink coffee
‘Dina never drinks coffee.’

Sentences (51) and (52) are different in terms of their discourse functions in that (52) is

the unmarked word order whereas (51) needs to be in a context in which it is a prompted

response warranting focus on negation.  However; the fact that af-pa’am has scope over

the entire proposition does not change between them.  

5.2.2 Negation as a Trigger

Sentential negation as a trigger does not fit into Levon’s (2001) analysis with

pseudocleft constructions whereas constituent negation does.  This is expected because
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Levon (2001) accounts for triggers of Triggered Inversion, not Negative Inversion.

Lo+___ is a trigger of Triggered Inversion and, like other triggers of Triggered Inversion,

does not take scope.  Because af-pa’am does take scope, it is not a trigger of Triggered

Inversion, but instead of Negative Inversion.  The example below shows that glossing

sentential negative triggers as pseudoclefts is not a favorable analysis.

53. af-pa’am lo axla dina dag
once-ever not ate Dina fish

A. ??‘Never was when Dina ate fish’
B. ‘Never did Dina eat fish.’

Gloss (a) is the pseudocleft interpretation of this sentence.  This seems to be a problem

in translation though because the English appears to have the meaning that the action did

occur, but this is not possible because it happened ‘never.’  The Modern Hebrew sentence

does not have this same contradictory interpretation.  The English gloss (b), like the

Hebrew, does not have the same problem and while it is a marked construction, its

grammaticality is not questionable.

5.3 The obligatoriness of Negative Inversion and Coexisting Grammars

Before moving on to the details of my analysis of Negative Inversion, it is

important to clarify my findings about the obligatoriness of Negative Inversion.

Shlonsky (1997) states that Negative Inversion is obligatory in all cases.  While talking to

native speakers of Modern Hebrew, I discovered that SVO is actually a common word

order pattern with sentential negative triggers and that many native speakers actually

prefer this order.  Levon (2002) also observes that inversion is not obligatory with

Negative Inversion.  He bases this judgment on his own grammaticality judgments as

well as those of three consultants. 
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While the difference between preposing and not preposing a trigger is based on a

given sentence’s discourse function; the difference between inversion and no inversion

when the trigger is preposed is based on coexisting grammars as defined by Lightfoot

(1998).  Lightfoot (1998) states that it is possible for a given language to have more than

one coexisting grammar and that individual speakers of the given language may have one

or more of them available to them.  Having a system of coexisting grammars accounts for

what appears to be optionality in many languages.  In collecting grammaticality

judgements for this research project, I met native speakers of Modern Hebrew who prefer

SVO order, those that prefer VSO order, and those who had similar opinions about both

orders.

The existence of at least two coexisting grammars in Modern Hebrew could be the

result of register variation and/or the position of Modern Hebrew as a language in

transition.  Levon (2002) states that he believes that it is a result of registers, while Borer

(1995) discusses Modern Hebrew as being a language in transition, as discussed above in

section 3.1.  These two hypotheses are not necessarily at odds with one another; that is it

is quite possible that both extralinguistic factors play a role in the formation and existence

of coexisting grammars in Modern Hebrew.  The data I collected supports both

hypotheses in that of the native speakers in this study, those who strongly prefer SVO

order seem to use Modern Hebrew only in colloquial settings and are of a younger

generation.

5.4 A Structural Analysis for Negative Inversion

As mentioned, I do not believe that any of the previous analyses of Triggered

Inversion adequately account for what I have observed about Negative Inversion.

Furthermore, I have mentioned that while I am not sure that any of the previous analyses
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are perfect in their analysis of Triggered Inversion, I do believe that Levon (2001) is the

most accurate analysis to date.  Levon (2001) will be used as the accepted analysis for

Triggered Inversion in this section.

With this said, one aspect of analyses of Triggered Inversion that needs to be

modified concerns constituent negation.  Constituent negation is a trigger of Triggered

Inversion.  The structure below is taken from Levon (2002) and it is used to illustrate the

use of lo+__,the manifestation of constituent negation in Modern Hebrew, as a potential

trigger.

54. lo sukariyot natan moSe le-dina ela Sokolad
not candies gave Moshe to-Dina but chocolate
‘Not candies is what Moshe gave to Dina, but (he gave her) chocolate.’

Here lo+__ is the trigger and is the specifier of the fuctional projection (GP) in the CP

layer.  Pron represents the null pronominal copula that Levon (2001) posits as a key

lo sukariyoti

Pron

proi

Opi

proj

natank

moSej

tjtitk le-dina ela Sokolad

VP

NeutP

AspP

IP

XP

AgrSP

CP

DP

G'

GP
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element of his pseudocleft analysis.  While this structure accounts for inversion with

constituent negation, I do not think that a pseudocleft construction accurately captures the

observations I have made about sentential negative triggers. 

5.4.1 Sentential Negative Triggers in the CP layer

Since sentential negative triggers are phrases that have scope over the entire IP, I

believe that they need to be in a CP layer that dominates the entire IP.  This CP does not

only contain the trigger at the surface structure, but also the verb if VSO word order is the

result.  In sentences with sentential negatives acting as triggers nothing comes between

the trigger and the IP over which it has scope.  In all sentences in Modern Hebrew, the

subject, the verb and the potential trigger begin in a low position, within the verb phrase.

Furthermore, in all sentences the verb moves to I and the subject moves from the verb

phrase to SPEC, IP.  When, for reasons of discourse the trigger is fronted, the verb can

either remain in I or move into the CP layer. 

The syntactic motivation for inversion is based on the Neg-Criterion, which was

mentioned in section 3.2.2.1.  The coexisting grammar that prefers inversion has the

[Neg] feature base-generated on lo, forcing the verb to move into the CP layer to form a

head-specifier relationship.  In the coexisting grammar that does not show inversion, the

[Neg] feature is base-generated in the CP layer and the verb remains in I. 

The explanation above is not detailed enough; however, to account for all observed

characteristics of Negative Inversion.  What follows is based on Negative Preposing in

English as described in Haegeman and Guéron (1999).
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5.4.2 Sentential Negative Triggers in the Focus Projection

Haegeman and Guéron (1999) state that the negative trigger cannot be in the

specifier of CP at surface structure.  I believe that this is also true of Modern Hebrew.

The following sentences illustrate this.

et-ma׳* .55 le-mi moSe natan
ACC-what to-who Moshe gave
‘Who did Moshe give what?’

56. ha-mora amra Se-af-pa’am lo lomedet rut
the-teacher said that-never not studies Ruth
‘The teacher said that never does Ruth study.’

Example (55) shows that CP adjunction structures are not possible in Modern Hebrew

because questions with more than one preposed wh-phrase are ungrammatical.

Furthermore, sentence (56) shows that Negative Inversion can occur with an overt

complementizer.  If there is an overt complementizer in C and it appears before the

negative trigger, it is not possible for the negative trigger to be in spec, CP.  This is

illustrated below.

Here there is only one CP as stated above.  Af-pa’am cannot be in spec, CP at the surface

structure because at spell-out it is after Se ‘that’ which is in C.  This tree diagram shows

that there must exist an additional landing site for the negative trigger that is between the

complementizer and the rest of the sentence.

spec

Se

C

af-pa'am

spec

    XP

C'

CP
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Haegeman and Guéron (1999) label the landing site for the trigger as the specifier

of a focus phrase.  Rizzi (1997:285) states that the focus phrase is the landing site for an

element “bearing focal stress” and providing new information.  Since preposing the

trigger in Negative Inversion in Modern Hebew is done in discourse situations in which

the speaker wants to focus on the negative portion of the sentence, it follows to adopt

focus phrase as the landing site for sentential negative triggers in Modern Hebrew.  While

focus phrase is an adequate name for the XP in the tree above, what is more significant in

this analysis is that it is not CP.  

The structure that I propose for Modern Hebrew in cases with preposed negative

triggers is shown below with and without inversion.

Without Inversion With Inversion

As mentioned in section 2.1.1, it is sometimes difficult to determine if a preposed

XP is a topic or a trigger when it is definite and no inversion occurs.  When the XP is

interpreted as a topic it appears in the specifier of TopP.  However, in the spefic case of

negation, the XP is in spec, FocP, not TopP, as shown above.  This is because the

interpretation of preposed negation is one of focus and not topic.  Topics are used to

signal that the given sentence is going to be about what is spec, TopP (Haegeman 1999). 

trigger

verb

Foc

           

IP

Foc'

FocP

CP

trigger

Foc

           

IP

Foc'

FocP

CP
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While preposing negation does place a certain focus on it, the negation cannot become

the topic of a sentence.

Finally, Haegeman and Guéron (1999) state that there is a topic phrase that exists

above the focus phrase, but before the complementizer phrase in Negative Preposing in

English. According to Doron and Shlonsky (1990) this does not carry over to Modern

Hebrew because in Modern Hebrew a topic and a trigger cannot grammatically be in the

same sentence.  However, the grammaticality of sentence (57) below, previously

numbered as sentence (22) above, provides evidence that both can occur in Modern

Hebrew.  

57. et ha-pail ha-ze matai acra ha-mishtara
ACC the-activist the-this when detained the-police
‘When did the police detain this activist?’

As in English, the Topic Phrase appears to be in a higher position, above the Focus

Phrase, within the CP layer.  This is illustrated below.

5.4.3 Clarification of the Motivation for Inversion

With the observation that the landing site for sentential negative triggers is the

specifier of the focus phrase in the CP layer, when inversion occurs the feature [Neg] is

spec

C

spec

Top

spec

Foc IP

Foc'

FocP

Top'

TopP

C'

CP
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base-generated on lo which forces the verb to move to Foc to form a relationship between

the specifier and the head.  When no inversion occurs, the feature [Neg] is base-generated

on Foc and the verb remains in I.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION 

6.1 Recapitulation of Negative Inversion

In this paper I have discussed the main analyses of Triggered Inversion and I have

come to the conclusion that, while not perfect, with slight modification, Levon (2001) is

the most accurate analysis.  Although he does not go into great detail about the pragmatic

differences between sentences with and without preposed triggers, his analysis does

accurately account for both.  In my research I found that the trigger is not preposed in

unmarked contexts and that the trigger is preposed when it is the focus of a utterance that

is generated in response to a previous statement.  The only significant alteration that I

made to his analysis was the addition of lo+__ as a possible trigger.  Although this

trigger is negative, I believe that it acts more like non-negative triggers than like

sentential negative triggers.

I believe that sentential negatives are different due to issues of scope and c-

command and that they are actually triggers of a separate process, Negative Inversion.

Even though I believe Levon (2001) to be a more pragmatically perceptive approach to

Triggered Inversion, I do not adopt his analysis for Negative Inversion.

My analysis provides evidence that the landing site for the trigger is not in spec,

CP, but instead in spec, FocP.  Furthermore, when the trigger is in spec, FocP the feature

[Neg] is either base-generated on lo which forces inversion, or in Foc which prevents

inversion.  
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In addition, Modern Hebrew has two coexisting grammars, one in which the

inversion occurs and another in which SVO word order remains even with a preposed

trigger.  Native speakers may have one or both accessible to them.  Based on

conversations I had with consultants, as well as previous observations in the literature, I

conclude that these coexisting grammars are a result of register variation.

6.2 Modern Hebrew as a language in Transition

Finally, I would like to note that although I do not adopt Borer (1995) in terms of

Negative Inversion or Triggered Inversion, the motivation of her paper, to show that

Modern Hebrew is a language in transition is intriguing.  While I do not have enough

evidence to state the existence of coexisting grammars is based on Modern Hebrew being

a language in transition instead of register variation, what data I did collect does work

within this hypothesis.  

Lightfoot (1998) states that competing grammars, or coexisting grammars, often

arise as the result of ongoing grammatical change.  Further study into the role of

coexisting grammars in Modern Hebrew would help to explain the variation in

grammaticality judgements of native speakers and potentially provide insight into

syntactic changes that occur over time.
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